This list represents only the works that I think will be most helpful to you right now: to assist you in reflection, to prepare you for a popular speech, to enrich your management of situations at the bedside.

3. Eugene Borowitz, JEWISH ETHICS, PAPERS ON CONVENANTAL RESPONSIBILITY, Wayne State, 1990
4. Victor R. Fuchs, WHO SHALL LIVE: Health, Economics and Social Choice, World Scientific, 2002—though not from a specifically Jewish point of view, Professor Fuchs’s work is so famous and he is so informed by Jewish attitudes, that we include it here.
5. Walter Jacob, DEATH AND EUTHANASIA IN JEWISH LAW, The Freehof Institute of Progressive Halakah, 1995 (several good articles, most of which are more expansive about the concept. Includes Cutter on Narrative theory.)
7. Levi Meier, JEWISH VALUES IN BIOETHICS, Human Sciences Press, 1986
8. Fred Rosner, M.D., ed. MEDICINE AND JEWISH LAW, Jason Aronson, 1990
9. (David Teutsch) BEHOREF HAYAMIM –A Values Based Jewish Guide for Decision Making at the End of Life, RRC, 2002 (Teutsch is unlisted editor)
12. Laurie Zoloth, HEALTH CARE AND THE ETHICS OF ENCOUNTER; A Jewish Discussion (1999)

Special Articles:

- David Ellenson, “How to Draw Guidance from a Heritage,” in A TIME TO BE BORN AND A TIME TO DIE, B Kogan, ed., Aldine deGruyter, 1991 (pp. 219-232)
- Daniel Gordis, “Wanted-The Ethical in Jewish Bioethics,” Judaism Magazine, #38
- Mordechai Halperin, “The Theological and Halakhic Legitimacy of Medical Therapy and Enhancement, in Zohar, above
- D. A. Teutsch, “Value Based Decision Making,” THE RECONSTRUCTIONIST #65, (pp. 22-28)